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Unbossed

Unbought

Note:
In order to continue showing my true thanks to Almighty God for enabling me to remain "Unbossed and Unbought", I will personally write the "Hosea... Tells It Like It Is" article.

This article shall concentrate on "Uncle Tom Black leaders, thieving businesses, greedy white leaders, cheating bankers, unsympathetic realtors, dimwitted educators, incompetent doctors, white racism, cunning preachers, barbaric policies, swindling con artists, slick homosexuals and crooked politicians."

WHY YOU SHOULD VOTE FOR THESE CANDIDATES

After carefully analyzing and evaluating all of the candidates, we, "The African-American Political Committee," recommend you vote for the candidates listed here and on the following page.

Unquestionably, they are the best qualified and most...

See "OUR CHOICES IN DeKALB"-Page 2
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Is Perot a Racist?

In Perot, a racist? Just about all Americans are racist to a certain extent (both Black and White) because racism is embedded in America's culture. However, neither the Republican Party nor the Democratic Party (which controls the American news media) never convinces me that Perot is a racist just because he said "YOU PEOPLE." In fact, I appreciate Perot using that "ethnic definition" because, Hosea Williams, am most proud of my ethnic heritage.

New, if Perot had said "YOU NIGGERS, YOU COLORED PEOPLE, YOU NEGROES, YOU SPOOKS, OR YOU COONS," then I would have run his butt back to Texas. But the man used the phrase, as far as I know, that has always been acceptable to different ethnic groups. And, if this is all we can find wrong with him, he is like a precious pearl in a pig sty.

Ross Perot is the best thing to happen to America since sliced bread. Let nobody fool you...when it comes to Black people and working White people, there is not an ounce of difference between the Republican Party and the Democratic Party. In fact, talking about the difference between the Republicans and the Democrats is like talking about the "pot and the kettle," because they are definitely two peas in a pod.

Oh, there are some little differences, like abortion; quotas; and affirmative action, but generally the same powerful rich Americans that control the Democratic Party also control the Republican Party. That is why it makes no difference which party gets in...

"The Rich Keep Getting Richer, While the Poor Keep Getting Poorer."

Therefore, what we really need is a NEW PARTY....a party of THE PEOPLE; a party that will kill tradition (the rich getting richer, while the poor continue getting poorer); a party that will bring about needed change.

The greatest thing Perot offers us is the chance to develop a new political party—a third party—a party that is responsive to the needs of the masses of Americans (minorities and working White). It really doesn't make much difference whether Perot comes or goes, whether he is "left" or the "right" of the center, whether he is for the rich or the poor. The greatness of Perot's political movement is that he does give the masses of Americans a chance to organize a third party.

America has never gone this long without organizing a new political party. The main reason Americans have not organized a new political party recently is that they have lost hope, they are despondent — politically, they feel defeated!

Perot has been able to overcome all of this. He has given hope to the hopeless.

Both Democrats and Republicans are desperately worried because they can not buy him out. Maybe he is "crooked" — so is Bush, Clinton and all the rest of those national political leaders. At least they cannot buy Perot out, because he is already "super-rich."

Another thing about Perot is that he's got to be smart, very smart, because he has cleared off and ended up being among the richest men in the world. Dumb folks and fools cannot do this.

Yes, I firmly believe ole Perot is a modern-day Robin Hood. If he has been robbing, it has been from the corporate power structures of America — IBM, Xerox, General Motors, Ford Motor Company, etc. — and giving to the working Blacks and Whites.

So, I am asking every allegiance and right-thinking White Americans to join me in making Perot the next President of the United States.
PLEASE VOTE JULY 21st
FOR FREE RIDE TO POLLS
.....CALL 373-5751

Cut This Out & Take It To The Polls With You
On Tuesday - July 21st

PLEASE VOTE FOR THESE CANDIDATES
IN DeKalb COUNTY

PUNCH 2 NAME POSITION
12. WYCHE FOWLER U.S. Senate
13. MARIE "JUDE" THOMAS U.S. Congress - Dist. 4
14. RODGIE WALKER U.S. Congress - Dist. 11
27. JOHN PARKER S. Senate - Dist. 43
30. STEVE REISER S. Senate - Dist. 55
32. HENRIETTA BURKS S. Rep. - Dist. 12
33. PATSY MCGILL S. Rep. - Dist. 43
36. JIMMIE D. DAVIS S. Rep. - Dist. 43
37. SIDNY DUNES S. Rep. - Dist. 43
38. TOM SCOTT S. Rep. - Dist. 43
39. JIM COLE S. Rep. - Dist. 43
46. ALAN MACKERI S. Rep. - Dist. 43

PLEASE VOTE FOR THESE CANDIDATES
IN FULTON COUNTY

PUNCH 2 NAME POSITION
12. WYCHE FOWLER U.S. Senate
14. MARIE "JUDE" THOMAS U.S. Congress - Dist. 4
32. HORACE E. TATE S. Senate - Dist. 11
51. G. ALLAN BLACKBURN Georgia Court of Appeals

SOUTHEASTERN
Chemical Manufacturers Distribution Corporation
1969 Boulevard Drive, S.E. * Post Office Box 170188 * Atlanta, Georgia * (404) 373-5751

SOUTHEASTERN'S ONLY OBJECTIVE IS TO BE THE BEST!
WE WILL DO THIS BY:

*Giving our customers simply the fastest order service available from any source. With us you are first always.
*Offering our customers something extra — janitorial maintenance programs that fit their budget and their needs — not just chemicals alone.
*Maintaining levels of quality standards and control to insure that our customers get what they pay for.

WE BELIEVE WE CAN AND WILL OFFER THE BEST SERVICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREATEST

FOR FREE RIDE TO POLLS CALL 373-5751

Rev. Hosea Sr.'s Chemical Company

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE:

Like Ben Hooks, Head of the NAACP, Should Joe Lowery, Head of SCLC, Resign and Step Down?

Next Forsyth March... Purpose and Agenda

Do Women Really Want to Take Over—Especially, Black Women?

Who Is The Biggest Murderer of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s Dream?

Is Chief Eldrin Bell An "Uncle Tom"...Or a Movie Star?
IF THEY ARE GOING TO IMPRISON BLACK WRONG-DOING POLITICIANS THEN.....WHY NOT THE WHITE ONES?

The White dominated state and federal law enforcement agencies claimed many Black elected officials have illegally handled money. They were immediately (1) indicted; (2) driven from office; (3) tried by a jury in a court of law; (4) convicted; and (5) sent to prison. And, believe it or not, some of these Black elected officials were considered "POWERFUL POLITICIANS." I'm talking about men like A. Bradford Reynolds, Senator Eldred Shumake, and others, who have been tied by the U.S. Justice Department for illegally handling money. Some are just sitting there, day after day, waiting to be tried — feeling that because they are Black they will more than likely be convicted, and sentenced to long terms in prison. As result of their convictions, they will never be able to hold another elected position....not even dog-catcher!

Mr. Murphy assured that massive political power comes with large pay checks. In the State House of Representatives, these guys are known as "BIG DADDY TOM'S BOYS." They spend the majority of their time protecting the political careers of Big Daddy Tom rather than producing with their constituents. Therefore, in order to get re-elected Big Daddy Tom has secretly been giving these thousands upon thousands of Georgia taxpayers' dollars supposed to finance projects in their own districts that would help them get re-elected. Now, it doesn't take a genius to figure out what is happening to that money. Among the many things that make this entire mess illegal is that "Tom's Boys," who get this money, do not have to make a report to the Georgia Legislature or to anyone else as to how this money is actually spent....meaning, they are doing what? stealing, stealing, stealing!

Factually, Tom and his "boys" are doing the same thing that the powerful Black political leaders are being charged with, investigated for, indicted for, convicted and given prison terms for and have lost their political careers for.

What's happening to Tom and his boys? — not a damn thing! Not only are they politicking powerfully and rich, but they are White. And when they commit political crimes the White dominated GBI, FBI and U.S. Justice Department step up their ears and run their eyes in another direction.

One of the most critical things about this political devastation is that Tom Murphy and the "boys" in his political clique called the "GREEN DOOR" have been able to keep this illegal 2.5 Million Dollar hustle a secret from the Governor, a secret from other members of the Georgia House of Representatives, a secret from the State Senate, and most of all, a secret from the taxpayers voting in the State of Georgia.

Big Daddy Tom Murphy and his "Green Door puppets" make former Governor Joe Frank Harris, former Lt. Governor and now Governor Zell Miller, and Lt Governor Pierre Howard look like incompetent "skegs." Big Daddy Tom began this hustle as far back as 1986.

Give those White boys credit...they damn sure kept this secret and kept it well! Can you believe, at one point, gubernatorial candidate Bob McDonough was the "hatchet man" in this massive misappropriation of taxpayers' dollars? Remember, Bobbie was Tom Murphy's House Appropriations Committee Chairman.

Then, good ole boy Terry Coleman, Democrat from Eastman, took over as administrator of Big Daddy Tom's "Green Door" cheating squad. Would you believe, Big Daddy Tom gave that boy $310,000 of our tax money to spend in little ole Eastman, Georgia (and he has never accounted to anyone for that money.)

Then there was Big Daddy Murphy's House Majority Leader, Larry Walker (Democrat from Perry). He illegally bankrolled $110,000 of Big Daddy Tom's private chest for little ole Perry. Hell, he must have bought the whole town.

There was then Rep. Carlton Colwell of Blairstown, Big Daddy Tom's Chairman of State Institutions and Property Committee, who got $250,000 of that illegal budget. But, most of all, the statewide political leader of Georgia himself — known as "Mr. Brady, BIG DADDY TOM MURPHY" — who took about $105,000 out of his secret treasury to the big metropolis of Brooklyn, Georgia.

Fed to the public to believe that Manuel Maloof is more powerful in dominating the politics of DeKalb County than most men are in their own homes.

Godfather Manuel proved to be somewhat smarter than Big Daddy Murphy. Maloof legalized his illegal manipulation of the DeKalb County budget. He has something called a "CONTINGENCY FUND." As far as the law is concerned, the Board of Commissioners has little or no control over what happens to millions of dollars placed in the contingency fund, but let no one fool you...that is Godfather Maloof's fund. About the only person who really knows how much money and what it is used for in the DeKalb County budget is Godfather Manuel Maloof's "good ole boy" finance coordinator-office, David Joyner. For the political financial protection of the Godfather, Joyner has more money hidden in more places in that DeKalb County budget than Ollie North had hidden in the Contra funds.

Godfather Manuel Maloof uses his "contingency fund" to control the would-be powerful politicians of DeKalb County. He, and he alone, is the Board of Commissioners. He decides who will get what, when and where. There is not a valid check and balance system other than that which the Godfather's "good ole boy" David Joyner, who

Continued on Page 5
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HOSEA WILLIAMS 11th DISTRICT CONGRESSMAN

“GOD KNOWS, I WANTED TO RUN FOR THE 11th DISTRICT CONGRESSIONAL SEAT, BUT MANUEL MALOOF AND BOB WILSON WOULD RATHER DIE THAN LOSE ME IN DEKALB!!”

Yes, those “redistributing political sticks” in Georgia’s Black Caucus know it. Georgia’s newly formed 11th Congressional District was definitely made for me. Had I run, I would have beaten all of those other candidates combined, worse than I beat Dr. Professor James Deen for the 54th House District seat. I would have beaten them worse than I beat Conrad Morris Finley (15-year incumbent) for Atlanta’s 5th City Council seat. Oh, yes, I’m sure I would have beaten them worse than I beat the Godfather Manuel Maloof’s (Sr. Mayor) “good ole boy” Nate Mosby, (incumbent) for DeKalb’s 3rd District Commission seat. WELL, I JUST HAPPEN TO LIKE “WHIPPING” GROUPS.

The Commission seat was a good win because Mr. Mosby (a retard) turned out to be the fall back of one of DeKalb’s richest White business politicians. Manuel, Maloof, and Atlanta’s most powerful black politicians, Mayor Maynard Jackson.

I’ve never gotten along too well with Gooffather Manuel Maloof’s “GOOD OL’ BLACK BOY” in the State Legislature—the former Honorable State Senator Eugene Walker and the Honorable State Representative Frank Redding.

Believe it or not, the political capabilities of those boys far exceed my expectations. They were the main two “political brains” that govern the 11th District. Walker’s main motivation was the fact he knew he was going to run for the seat. I’m not sure what Frank Redding’s main motivation was, because long before the election, he believed he would be in jail for selling votes. District was drawn for the

JAIL THE BLACK WRONG-DOING POLITICIANS

Continued from Page 4

Justify him how and why the “right folks” are granted the contingency fund monies and are doing something similar to what they claim they would do with it.

There just isn’t no way” that an African-American CEO could get away with manipulating the contingency fund like the White Gooffather Manuel Maloof is doing. He had better thank God he is not Black, because if he were, the FBI, the GBI, and the United States Department of Justice would have investigated, charged, indicted, tried and imprisoned him .... probably along with good ole boy Joyce and some others.

Now, the “SUPER BIG-DADDY” OF THEM ALL (Governor for one term) — Zell Miller said he would run for Governor for only one term when he run. We all know how good that “big money” can get to a (Governor for one semi) — Zell Miller said he would run for Governor in some Federal Prison. I feel that the worst I could have done in the South DeKalb area is to carry the majority of the vote. After all, less than 2 years ago when I was the DeKalb Commission seat, I carried 83% of the vote.

A good portion of the 11th District is in my old stomping ground ... Savannah. This is where I got started in civil rights, which led to the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. announcing in 1963, that Savannah, Georgia was “the most integrated city South of the Mason-Dixon Line.”

Next, the 11th District encompasses a nice little piece of Macon and Augusta, Georgia. Because of my civil rights work (marches, pickets and boycotts) in and around those towns, I fear no politician when it comes to winning.

The only thing left is what they used to call “ole Hosea’s havent” ... the Blackbelt of Georgia. I’ve not only marched and picketed, I’ve been to jail for the rights of my People in almost every one of those counties. The only leader I might fear getting more votes than I might is in the Blackbelt of Georgia is the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

One may ask, what about the white vote? Well, I can tell you, ole Hosea has a belief in more political support from poor and working white voters than anyone would imagine. Had I run, I had made up my mind to go back to Forsyth County — not to march this time, but to call upon my many Ku Klux Klan acquaintances to campaign for me among white voters in the Blackbelt of Georgia. After all, it was not Hosea who took their little monies in Federal Court and tried to take their motorcycles, pick-up trucks and house trailers — it was Dr. Martin Luther King, the “political chaperon” of Cynthia McKinney, a candidate for the 11th District seat, who tried to do that.

The candidates running for the seat should thank Almighty God from the bottom of their hearts for Manuel Maloof and District Attorney Bob Wilcox. They are the real reason I did not run and get elected as the first Congresswoman from the 11th United States Congressional District.

FREE RIDE TO POLLS ..... CALL 373-5751

VOTE HENRIETTE CANTY

“The Lady Who Gets ThingsDone”

PUNCH #32

Georgia House 52nd Dist

I JUST HAPPEN TO expectations.

GEMS. “brains” that

FOR DE Kalb’s 3rd District the political capabilities of

Commission seat. WELL, these boys far exceed my

11th City Council seat. Oh, Legislature the former

Pin sure I would Honorable State Senator

Nate Mosby, (incumbent)

Morris Finley (12-year If s,WAAJZBIACK

than I beat Councilman

District seat. I would have beaten them worse I

Dean for the 54th House Maynard Jackson.

A large part of the 11th District is in the South DeKalb area. I feel that the worst I could have done in the South DeKalb area is to carry the majority of the vote.

A good portion of the 11th District is in my old stomping ground ... Savannah. This is where I got started in civil rights, which led to the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. announcing in 1963, that Savannah, Georgia was “the most integrated city South of the Mason-Dixon Line.”

Next, the 11th District encompasses a nice little piece of Macon and Augusta, Georgia. Because of my civil rights work (marches, pickets and boycotts) in and around those towns, I fear no politician when it comes to winning.

The only thing left is what they used to call “ole Hosea’s havent” ... the Blackbelt of Georgia. I’ve not only marched and picketed, I’ve been to jail for the rights of my People in almost every one of those counties. The only leader I might fear getting more votes than I might is in the Blackbelt of Georgia is the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

One may ask, what about the white vote? Well, I can tell you, ole Hosea has a belief in more political support from poor and working white voters than anyone would imagine. Had I run, I had made up my mind to go back to Forsyth County — not to march this time, but to call upon my many Ku Klux Klan acquaintances to campaign for me among white voters in the Blackbelt of Georgia. After all, it was not Hosea who took their little monies in Federal Court and tried to take their motorcycles, pick-up trucks and house trailers — it was Dr. Martin Luther King, the “political chaperon” of Cynthia McKinney, a candidate for the 11th District seat, who tried to do that.

The candidates running for the seat should thank Almighty God from the bottom of their hearts for Manuel Maloof and District Attorney Bob Wilcox. They are the real reason I did not run and get elected as the first Congresswoman from the 11th United States Congressional District.
Hosea Personally Endorses The Following Candidates In DeKalb, Who Have Promised To Work With Him In Making The American Dream Become A Living Reality For Every American. Hosea Cannot Do It By Himself! PLEASE VOTE FOR THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATES:

Elect

JIM CONE • CEO
Leadership for DeKalb

STEVE HENSON
STATE SENATOR
District 55

ELECT
COMPETENT • EXPERIENCED • COMMITTED
SIDNEY DORSEY
SHERIFF, DEKALB COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
COUNTY-WIDE ELECTION, JULY 21, 1992

Hosea Says
THE SWEETEST WALK
YOU WILL EVER TAKE
IS TO VOTE
JULY 21st
Free Ride Call 373-5751

Elect

ELIZABETH WILLIAMS
FOR THE NEW
69th HOUSE DISTRICT
PUNCH #37
Tuesday - JULY 21ST

VOLUNTEER
BE A PART OF HISTORY
(404) 377-6434
8 EAST LAKE DR.

Tom Scott
DeKalb County
Tax Commissioner
HONEST . . . FAIR . . . CONSISTENT

Committee to Elect Tom Scott
HOSEA ENDORSES ...... IN FULTON

Hosea Personally Endorses The Following Candidates In Fulton, Who Have Promised To Work With Him In Making The American Dream Become A Living Reality For Every American. Hosea Cannot Do It By Himself! PLEASE VOTE FOR THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATES:

Re-Elect Senator
HORACE E. TATE

Punch Horace E. Tate on July 21, 1992
Push No. 22

Re-Elect
WYCHE FOWLER
To The
U.S. SENATE

Punch #2-DeKalb
Punch #4-Fulton

VOTE
G. ALAN BLACKBURN
Georgia Court of Appeals
A Reelection
Non-Partisan Primary 7/21/92
If you won't serve a full term, you shouldn't run!!!
The new-elected will serve for 12 months on the
Governor can appoint a replacement.
5 DeKalb Fulton Posters 400x10, #25, 52, 141, #3, #22.

On Tuesday, July 21, 1992
Punch:
14 Fulton
12 Clay.
72 Cobb

PLEASE VOTE JULY 21st
FOR FREE RIDE TO POLLS
......CALL 373-5751

Cut This Out & Take It To The Polls With You
On Tuesday - July 21st

PLEASE VOTE FOR THESE CANDIDATES IN DeKalb COUNTY

PUNCH # | NAME | POSITION
--- | --- | ---
2 | WYCHE FOWLER | U.S. Senate
13 | MABLE "ABLE" THOMAS | U.S. Congress - Dist. 5
16 | EUGENE WALKER | U.S. Congress - Dist. 11
23 | JOHN PARRISH | St. Senate - Dist. 43
25 | STEVE HENSON | St. Senate - Dist. 55
30 | MAMIE RANDOLPH | St. Rep. - Dist. 72
32 | HENRIETTA TURNQUEST | St. Rep. - Dist. 73
33 | JoANN McCLINTON | St. Rep. - Dist. 68
37 | ELIZABETH WILLIAMS | St. Rep. - Dist. 69
49 | SYDNEY DORSEY | Sheriff - DeKalb County
54 | TOM SCOTT | Tax Commissioner - DeKalb
60 | JIM CONE | CEO - DeKalb County
148 | ALAN BLACKBURN | Georgia Court of Appeals

PLEASE VOTE FOR THESE CANDIDATES IN FULTON COUNTY

PUNCH # | NAME | POSITION
--- | --- | ---
2 | WYCHE FOWLER | U.S. Senate
14 | MABLE "ABLE" THOMAS | U.S. Congress - Dist. 5
22 | HORACE E. TATE | St. Senate - Dist. 38
169 | G. ALAN BLACKBURN | Georgia Court of Appeals
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Maynard Jackson is Flirting With Destruction
He Better Leave Ole Ira Jackson Alone
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Maynard Jackson

White politicians insist they steal "Sunnuff-Big!"

As my Grand-daddy taught me long years ago

"If you gonna do something wrong, learn how the White man does it first."

Mayor's March on Washington Was a Complete Flop
They Tried to Fault Bush for Their Failure

Mayo Maynard Jackson and nine of his closest colleagues

(Mayors of nine other major cities) tried to

Having thrown billions of dollars from President George Bush to "Save America's Cities.

The media were very nice to the

According to Mayors (it really was

President Bush and the U.

Congress into granting their financial extortions

by arming themselves with the belief that "All

American cities are on the brink of bloody riot!"

Like poor Mike Tyson, those poor mayors failed

in every respect possible.

Number one, only a few of their constituents

would go to Washington and march

with them. It reminded me of my first march to Persh.

Had all mayors that participated brought

along just 10% of the people from their city,

the march would have consisted of more than 1.3

million marchers. Oh

Boy, ole Bush would have set not only have

listened, he would have given those mayors themselves, like the Tom

Murphys and his good-ole-boys multi-million dollar secret stool fund;

Mayor Melvin's multi-million dollar good-ole-boys contingency fund;

Mayors Jackson's good-ole-boys travel and expense account fund;

Ira Johnson and his bosses secret conviction fund,

I could go on and on — but there is not enough room
to tell it all.

Therefore, whether you believe it or not, it was a blessing in disguises that

President Bush did not give those mayors any money,

they needed with the war on poverty.

The only war that took place during the war on poverty was the war

that was supposed to be used only to help the poor and committed the

most non-American crimes since the Civil War.

The major crime

committed with the war on poverty program was that local and state
elected officials spent (squandered) money on their pet projects that had

nothing to do with helping the poor.

State and local

elected officials also missed billions of the war on poverty money by

giving their political friends big fat grants to do personal programs that

had nothing to do with poverty. In fact, a great deal of this money went

towards those friendly grants that were actually stolen.

If Bush ever came to
this senses and appropriated the necessary funds to correct

the schools that are destroying our cities and our young people all at the same

time, he better make sure those state and local politicians "Save America's

cities' program and (b) get a few of their built-in guidelines that made it

mandatory that money be used to help the truly needy.

Before giving those mayors any money, Bush must take every step to

make sure the money is going to be used exactly for what it's given;

otherwise, it will be just another waste of federal funds by mayors and their

political cronies — just like they squandered billions under the so-called "poverty

program."

If Bush ever came to
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the schools that are destroying our cities and our young people all at the same

time, he better make sure those state and local politicians "Save America's

cities' program and (b) get a few of their built-in guidelines that made it

mandatory that money be used to help the truly needy.

Before giving those mayors any money, Bush must take every step to

make sure the money is going to be used exactly for what it's given;

otherwise, it will be just another waste of federal funds by mayors and their

political cronies — just like they squandered billions under the so-called "poverty

program."

If Bush ever came to

his senses and appropriated the necessary funds to correct

the schools that are destroying our cities and our young people all at the same

time, he better make sure those state and local politicians "Save America's

cities' program and (b) get a few of their built-in guidelines that made it

mandatory that money be used to help the truly needy.

Before giving those mayors any money, Bush must take every step to

make sure the money is going to be used exactly for what it's given;

otherwise, it will be just another waste of federal funds by mayors and their

political cronies — just like they squandered billions under the so-called "poverty

program."

If Bush ever came to

has not the Mayor

sentenced to

prison for his financial extortions

and fraud.

Ira is just-about-going-to-have-to-go-to-jail.

Illegal retirement pension, the means of Ira's booming income,

keeps pushing is true, Ira

isn't the Mayor right.

Also, the Mayors did not

President what programs

they would go to

Washington and marched

with them. It reminded me of my first march to Persh.

Had all mayors that participated brought

along just 10% of the people from their city,

the march would have consisted of more than 1.3

million marchers. Oh

Boy, ole Bush would have set not only have

listened, he would have given those mayors themselves, like the Tom

Murphys and his good-ole-boys multi-million dollar secret stool fund;

Mayor Melvin's multi-million dollar good-ole-boys contingency fund;

Mayors Jackson's good-ole-boys travel and expense account fund;

Ira Johnson and his bosses secret conviction fund,

I could go on and on — but there is not enough room
to tell it all.

Therefore, whether you believe it or not, it was a blessing in disguises that

President Bush did not give those mayors any money,

they needed with the war on poverty.

The only war that took place during the war on poverty was the war

that was supposed to be used only to help the poor and committed the

most non-American crimes since the Civil War.

The major crime

committed with the war on poverty program was that local and state

elected officials spent (squandered) money on their pet projects that had

nothing to do with helping the poor.

State and local

elected officials also missed billions of the war on poverty money by

giving their political friends big fat grants to do personal programs that

had nothing to do with poverty. In fact, a great deal of this money went

towards those friendly grants that were actually stolen.

Mayors Jackson is guilty of

personally scheming up

$900,000 from alleged

airport concession dealing and

if what Mayor

keeps pushing is true, Ira

is not only going to have to give up that lucrative illegal retirement position, Ira

is just-about-going-to-have-to-go-to-jail.

Ira Jackson

Claimed that a "bit dog will holler!"

Ira Jackson

as my Grand-daddy taught me long years ago

down on the farm, if you gonna do something wrong, learn how the White man does it first.

Ira Jackson

as my Grand-daddy taught me long years ago

down on the farm, if you gonna do something wrong, learn how the White man does it first.
This letter leaves me well in both mind and body even though, along with some 2,000 criminals, I am serving time in the DeKalb County Jail.

The only crime I committed was driving too close and bumping a car from behind. I stopped, went over to the car I had bumped, told the driver who I was and asked if he was hurt. The driver opened his car door and I assisted him getting out. Then I asked him what it would take to get his car straightened out. He became very vulgar and abusive. He began coming towards me, talking about how he was going to kick my g-- d--- a--. I tried to quiet him. I told him I was 66 years old and I was not about to fight a young man in the streets at midnight. When his violent demeanor did not change, I rushed to my car, got in, locked the doors and drove off.

I still believe I did the right thing because later I learned, through Bob Wilson's office, that the young man I bumped was a convicted crack addict, who was out of prison on probation for drug abuse at the time my car bumped him. (I know those crack addicts are most dangerous).

Yes, I was guilty of a "fender bender", the type of crime any other citizen (except Hosea) would have gone to traffic court only, been fined Fifty or Seventy-Five dollars, and it would have been over for once and for all. I never heard about what happened. From the very beginning, I admitted I committed a MISDEMEANOR (causing a "fender bender") by bumping this man from behind. Yet, DeKalb County District Attorney Bob Wilson MANIPULATED A GRAND JURY INTO INDICTING ME FOR TWO FELONIES AND THREE MISDEMEANORS. Hosea made history again.

Although Bob Wilson knew I had only committed a fender-bender, he misled my "Political Power Structure" into believing he could convict me for two felonies and SEND ME TO PRISON FOR SEVEN YEARS, but ended up sending me for ONLY thirty days! Wilson went all the way from demanding that I spend 2,556 days in prison to my accepting 30 days (600% of Wilson's original demand). Trying to cover up the dirty tactics he used to illegally send me to prison for seven years, Wilson later tried to fool the citizens of DeKalb County into believing that he gave up trying to convict me on two felonies and three misdemeanors and offered me thirty days instead because the state law changed. Bob Wilson knows that is just a blatant lie! No state law, nor any other law, changed between the time Wilson indicted me for two vicious felonies and three misdemeanors and the time Bob Wilson accepted my plea.

One of the crazy things about Wilson's indictment of me for two felonies in the first place is that the felony charges were based on a law passed by the Georgia Legislature in January, 1994--4 a law so unconstitutional that the Legislature turned it right around and repealed that very same law in January of 1991 (7 months before I was charged under that law). No decent district attorney would have ever indicted a citizen under a law that the state legislature had already rendered unlawful.

Even though Wilson reduced the time he was trying to give me in prison from 7 years to 30 days, I still wanted to go to trial. You might ask, after I had already made him look so ridiculous, why would I still want to go to trial? Am I as expensive as Wilson? After all, Wilson was "under the gun" of the DeKalb County political power structure.

I still believe I had a right to go to trial. ALL of the truth would have come out about: (1) How Bob Wilson was trying to gain political power by exploiting my case and illegally sending me to prison for 7 years; (2) HOW THE POLITICAL POWER STRUCTURE OF DeKalb County was trying to get me off the DeKalb Commission in order to save its tarnished political image; (3) HOW WILSON WAS TRYING TO USE THIS CASE TO GET Elected to the Fourth District U.S. CONGESSMAN SEAT; (4) HOW convicting me was an effort to stop me from exposing DeKalb's unethical 1992 county budget; (5) How DeKalb's District Attorney Bob Wilson had taken a "fender-bender" and illegally indicted me for two felonies and three misdemeanors which any other citizen would have been fined only $50 or $75. (NOTE: No other citizen in the history of Georgia has ever been indicted for two felonies for a fender-bender.) (5) How the young man (really, a 30-year-old "boy") I bumped was a CONVICTED CRACK ADDICT, out on parole for drugs when I bumped him, and has not had a regular job for over two years and (7) Last, but not least, ALTHOUGH I DO DRINK SOCIALLY, I AM NOT AN ALCOHOLIC (no alcohol at all was involved in this incident).

Wilson told me that he saw me as an alcoholic. He was asked if he truly believes Hosea Williams is an alcoholic, he replied, "I know he is a confirmed serious alcoholic". Wilson was then questioned if he believed Hosea is truly an alcoholic, why would he send him to prison for 30 days and then to the alcohol treatment center? It seemed if Wilson was sincere he would have sent Hosea to the alcoholic clinic first (where I could get some professional help with my alcoholic disease) and then send me to prison. Because if Hosea was an alcoholic like Wilson says, he might die from alcoholism while serving 30 days in prison.

By now you are probably asking yourself, if all of this is true, how come I didn't demand a trial rather than accept a plea bargain for the 30 days in prison? Well, the jury would certainly never have found me guilty of one misdemeanor since I admitted from the beginning I did bump the man from behind. I was told that the Judge--A PRODUCT OF DeKalb's POLITICAL POWER STRUCTURE--HAD ALLOWED HIMSELF TO BE MISLED IN THIS CASE BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY BOB WILSON and WOULD GIVE ME ONE YEAR TO SERVE IN PRISON FOR EACH MISDEMEANOR CONVICTION. So...I beat them to the punch by accepting the 30 days.

Evidence of how political and unprofessional Bob Wilson is, is the day I entered the 30-day plea, Wilson went right to the press and started yelling, "I beat Hosea, I beat him. I've beaten Hosea twice now--I beat him eleven years ago and I beat him again today!"

Now please tell me, WHAT DECENT DISTRICT ATTORNEY WOULD ACT THAT UNPROFESSIONALLY?

What Wilson didn't tell the press is that THE FELONY INDICTMENT HE CONVINCED ME ON 11 YEARS AGO WAS LATER OVERTURNED BY GEORGIA'S LOWEST APPELLATE COURT. A panel of three state court judges UNANIMOUSLY voted to overturn Wilson's felony conviction. In fact, all three judges said they could not believe a district attorney would even try to illegally convict a citizen like Bob Wilson had done in this case. One of the most damning things about that whole conviction is that Wilson fought and persuaded the appellate court judges not to give me an appeal bond. Therefore, I had to spend nine months in the DeKalb County Jail waiting until the appellate court ruled in my favor, then note the remaining portion of Hosea's letter from Jail will be printed in the next issue of the VOICE OF THE CRUSADER.

I feel very strongly that this is a case where the TRUE VICTIM IS BEING PUNISHED! As a result, the citizens of DeKalb County suffer. DO YOU REALIZE THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY FORCED ME TO GO TO PRISON THE VERY MINUTE I AGREED TO A PLEA!

My lawyers called me the week before I entered the plea and told me Bob Wilson would accept a misdemeanor plea and would throw out all felonies (which were going to cost me so much money going to trial) if I would serve 30 days in prison; go to an alcohol rehabilitation...
MINORITIES MADE DeKalb A MORE DESIRABLE COUNTY EVEN FOR RICH WHITES

Even though DeKalb’s Black population almost doubled during the 1980’s, information from the 1990 Census shows that DeKalb County residents are more educated, earning more money, and are less likely to be native Georgians. With this great jump in DeKalb’s minority population, census figures show a rise in the median household income to $35,721.

The information released was compiled by the census investigation which asked households about their income.

Almost 44,000 of DeKalb’s 345,837 residents said they speak a language other than English.

Native Georgians living in DeKalb are just barely the majority at 51%, which residents from out-of-state make up 42.3% of DeKalb’s population.

In every five DeKalb households headed by females live below the poverty level as does 1 in every 10 people 65 years of age or older.

Among the most encouraging indicators in the census information were those showing an increase in the level of education. In 1990, almost 84% of DeKalb residents 25 years of age or older held a high school diploma or a higher degree, compared to nearly 77% in 1980.

IF YOU DON’T VOTE YOU DON’T COUNT

ARE YOU GUILTY OF SURRENDERING TO STRESS?

Recent studies have shown that the people who suffer from stress related disorders (such as ulcers, high blood pressure, depression, anxiety, and irritability) are in jobs where they have little or no control over their job environment.

To reduce your daily stress factor, look at your daily routine. For example, are you required to deal with clients who are under stress because of their injuries, directives from senior partners that limit your decision-making abilities; court decisions that at times bear little resemblance to reality and excessive file loads? If so, the only control you have over your environment is within yourself.

In a job that has a large build-up stress factor, you need to spend at least 15-20 minutes a day building up your capacity to deal with stress in a positive manner. This would include exercise, good diet, caring for yourself, deep breathing and meditation. If you can take care of yourself on a daily basis, you will have the energy and mental ability to deal with excess stress when a crisis hits.

Most of us deal with stress by withdrawal (flight) or by taking out our anger on family and friends (fight). We generally take things out on people we are pretty sure won’t leave or fire us. However, clinging into bod for a week doesn’t have a viable alternative nor is abusing our family and friends. But there are more effective and appropriate ways to deal with daily tensions.

BE AWARE OF STRESS. Often we deny that we are under stress. Be aware of the tension in your neck and shoulders. Notice when you request, whether from the job or your family, seems too much. Recognizing stressful situations is the first step in changing unproductive patterns.

SLOW DOWN. As the number of files on your desk increases, the more the phone is going to ring and your pace will tend to speed up. Rushing around under pressure, however, often makes you feel even more tense, reducing your productivity. When the pressure is on, notice how you are breathing, speaking and eating. Take five deep breaths between calls, pace yourself and take time to eat lunch.

Make sure you take breaks. Walk outside and let you body relax for a few minutes.

LEARN TO PLAN. Stress increases when you feel disorganized and unsure of what comes next. Before leaving work each night, plan (generally) your next day. Mark those files you really don’t want to deal with, and in the morning you should attack them first.

Learn to anticipate stressful situations and to develop alternative plans and options. Planning and problem-solving skills will assist you in gaining a sense of clarity and direction that will reduce the feelings of helplessness in a stressful situation.

There will never be enough time for you to do everything your job requires and still have a personal life. Goal-planning and time management can help you to identify top priorities and eliminate time-wasters.

COMMUNICATE. Let people know your needs, ask for assistance and express your emotions. Put-up anger or fear will come out somehow: increased blood pressure, loss of control in stressful situations or moodless teases. People cannot help you unless they know what you need.

IF YOU DON’T VOTE YOU DON’T COUNT

PLEASE VOTE JULY 21st
DEAR MR. WILLIAMS,

I have Medicare and I have hospital insurance. My food stamps used to be $82, but they have been cut to $75. I don’t have enough food to eat. The doctor put me on a diet. I worked up until 1970 when I got sick. I hope you can understand my writing. I also thank you so much for writing to me. I’ll always keep your letter.

Anne H. Williams
Atlanta, Georgia

Dear Mr. Williams,

I am writing to you in regard to what is happening in Abingdon, Washington County, Virginia. Poor whites and poor black people are losing their property for taxes. On top of taxes they had penalty to equal the amount of taxes.

I am a low-income widow, trying to hold on to property that’s been in our family for over 100 years (1883). I allowed taxes to become delinquent because the other heirs were not helping to pay, and now when I pay tax amount they take it back to the beginning and it is eaten up by the penalty.

Please advise me as to what can be done.

I have already brought it to Governor Wilder’s office.

Yours in Christ,
Lillian R. Ryan
Akron, Ohio

Dear Mr. Williams,

I feel Mr. Conley of the Merit System has subverted the county code and deliberately failed to fulfill the mandates of his office as described by those codes. I have seen him subvert the codes twice: Once in the situation I will briefly describe in this letter; and once in a personal review hearing when he severely manipulated the panel, underriding their duties as described by the codes. I would like your assistance in determining the proper procedure I should take to get the problem corrected.

Thank you,
Tom Pittman
Stone Mountain, Georgia

Dear Rev. Williams:

Thank you for your help. I need help really bad and I don’t know anyone to come to but you. I wrote you a couple of years back regarding a grant. You directed me to Senator Eugene Walker and Congressman Jones’ office. After contacting Senator Walker several times I finally gave up because he never responded to my letter or phone calls.

Congressman Jones’ office sent me through a lot of changes and that was unsuccessful too. So, again this year, I began my application for the fiscal year of 1993. I am of DeKalb, but Maloof’s office keeps telling me seeking your help for me with getting the grant will rehabilitate the youth as well as the low-income parents before committing the act of crime. I have written the Board of Commissioners once. I am a resident of Lithonia and I worked out of churches such as Abundant Life Baptist and Hopewell Baptist in Norcross. I’ve worked with rest homes dealing with elderly and my wife has worked in working with troubled children.

Mr. Williams, I’ve said these things to say, I wish to become an active product of yours used in the struggle for jobs for outoming inmates. Mr. Williams, I’m knowledgeable of your undying strengths and your great leadership abilities, as well as your antagonistic skills. These are attributes of born leaders, which you are.

I am familiar with a program in New York for people being released from prisons, as I once was a victim myself. I am also familiar with the program at Candler Road.

I’m no scholar, Mr. Williams, though I admit that I should be. I salute you for your becoming successful in your will to survive the pains of living on a plantation in southwest Georgia without a father, going on to become a chemist, than on to your present status. I wish to know if you have ever run for the mayor’s position or even governor’s position? You may have a few obstacles to eliminate, but we shall over-come. There are many out there that will back you. You are already in the history books though you are not finished, as you’re graced with life today, I will close now in hopes to hear from you soon.

Respectfully submitted
Leethel Randolph
Leesburg, Georgia

DARE TO DREAM THE IMPOSSIBLE!
I DID!

PLEASE VOTE JULY 21st
Atlanta's "Plenty Money"
BINGO PALACE

OPEN 6 NIGHTS A WEEK
(Closed WED.)
7:30 pm
378-8266

1599 MEMORIAL DRIVE
ATLANTIC SHOPPING CENTER

AGAIN, HOSEA SURPRISED THEM ALL---
HE JUST TOOK OVER FROM THE NEWS MEDIA
THAT HAVE ALWAYS CRITICIZED HIM

1 - HOSEA GOT RIGHT OUT OF JAIL & GOT HIS OWN TV TALK SHOW
Watch & Call Him On WTLK-TV Every Friday Nite 8-9 P.M.
Channel 14 - 528-1414

2 - HOSEA HAS ALSO INVADED TALK RADIO
Listen To & Call Him Every Saturday Morning 9:45-11 A.M.
On WGNU Radio (50,000 Watts)--1010 AM On Your Dial
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People
Hosea Williams attracts calls with new TV show
Out of jail, fresh from 30 days in alcohol rehab and still as
"unbessed and unbought" as ever--live, once again, it's the
Hosea Williams show.

"Hosea Live" began broadcasting last Friday with a political
format and a live studio audience that so far has proved popular
with the viewers watching WTLK-TV/Channel 14, a UHF sta-
tion based in Marietta.

The first show featured students from Atlanta University
and centered on their standoff with police after the Rodney
King verdict sparked violence in Los
Angeles.

"We had a big response," said
Barbara Burley, the station's senior
producer. "We were all a little sur-
prised. The phones were lit up for the
fall hour."

Mr. Williams -- a DeKalb County
commissioner, former Atlanta City
councilman and former legislator --
hosts the
live,
hourlong show that
asks viewers to
call in and express
their opinions. The station broad-
casts throughout the state and into
Tennessee and Alabama.

The 66-year-old civil rights activ-
ist says he plans to use the show,
which airs Fridays at 8 p.m., to ex-
pose what he
 describes as
the black
elite in politics, business and eduction
who, he says, have forgotten
their roots and the reasons that got
them into office.

"We used to say if you truly want equality, vote whitey out
and blacky in," Mr. Williams said. "Well, we voted blacky in but
things haven't gotten any better for black people. They get
in and turn white on us. I'm going to bring down every one of these
black leaders and let them defend themselves. I'm into cleaning
the slate.”

If the
success
of his previous call-in show is any indication,
Mr. Williams undoubtedly will attract and keep a loyal follow-
ing. His show, broadcast on local-access television Channel 12
to 250,000 DeKalb and Fulton viewers on Wednesdays, was
forced off the air last fall after an eight-year run because the
station's bylaws, previously unenforced, limit programs to
three-year runs.

"He's responsible for getting his people here and coming up
with ideas," said
Ms.
Burley said. "He's got a whole brain full of
ideas, and when he comes up with a good one, he'll put it up for the
tv."
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